Finally here!!!

Compendium of Sanitation Systems
and
Technologies for the Wider Caribbean Region

Online-Launch

Tuesday, June 21st, 2022, 09:00 - 09:40 Mexico Time (UTC-5)

Program (English Session)

09:00  BORDA LA  Welcome address - Introduction
        IDB/CReW+  The Compendium in the context of CReW+ and beyond
        GIZ/CReW+  The Compendium in the context of CReW+ and S4M
        SuSanA  The Compendium in the context of sustainable sanitation
        CWWA  The need for collective action
        CAWASA  Utilities & Operators - drivers of sustainability
        Eawag  Relevance of the 10th Compendium
        IHE Delft  Sanitation education & emerging technologies

09:25  Main authors  Short tour through the Compendium:
        Stefan Reuter:  Flip through the book
        Dierk Demant:  Close the loop – Reuse
        Gustavo Heredia:  Planning from the end

09:35  The Unveiling...  ...look out for the online link and get the book!

09:40  Closure
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